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Ubiquitous deficiency in the survivalmotor neuron (SMN) protein causes death ofmotor neurons—a hallmark of the
neurodegenerative disease spinalmuscular atrophy (SMA)—through poorly understoodmechanisms. Here, we show
that the function of SMN in the assembly of spliceosomal small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) regulates al-
ternative splicing of Mdm2 and Mdm4, two nonredundant repressors of p53. Decreased inclusion of critical Mdm2
and Mdm4 exons is most prominent in SMA motor neurons and correlates with both snRNP reduction and p53
activation in vivo. Importantly, increased skipping of Mdm2 and Mdm4 exons regulated by SMN is necessary and
sufficient to synergistically elicit robust p53 activation in wild-type mice. Conversely, restoration of full-length
Mdm2 andMdm4 suppresses p53 induction andmotor neuron degeneration in SMAmice. These findings reveal that
loss of SMN-dependent regulation of Mdm2 and Mdm4 alternative splicing underlies p53-mediated death of motor
neurons in SMA, establishing a causal link between snRNP dysfunction and neurodegeneration.
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Perturbation of RNA homeostasis is a common theme
of many neurodegenerative disorders in which genetic
mutations are associated with the direct or indirect im-
pairment of RNA-binding proteins or factors controlling
RNA processing at multiple levels (Cooper et al. 2009;
Li et al. 2014; Conlon and Manley 2017). Remarkably,
while disease-linked proteins are ubiquitously expressed
and carry out essential biological processes, pathology is
characterized by selective degeneration of specific neuro-
nal populations. Furthermore, these proteins are often
multifunctional and involved in the regulation of diverse
RNA pathways, making it difficult to discern specific
disease-relevant events among many transcriptome ab-
normalities. These complexities have made it remarkab-
ly challenging in most instances to establish causal
links between RNA dysregulation and disease etiol-
ogy. Nonetheless, dissecting the RNA-mediated mecha-
nisms underlying the dysfunction and death of select
neurons is necessary to uncover themolecular basis of hu-
man disease and identify drivers of neurodegeneration,

which may also represent key targets for therapeutic
intervention.
One prominent example of a neurodegenerative disease

featuring RNA dysfunction is spinal muscular atrophy
(SMA), a leading genetic cause of death in infancy that re-
sults from ubiquitous deficiency in the survival motor
neuron (SMN) protein (Burghes and Beattie 2009; Tisdale
and Pellizzoni 2015). SMN is part of a macromolecular
complex that mediates assembly of Sm-class small nucle-
ar ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) of the pre-mRNA splicing
machinery (Meister et al. 2001; Pellizzoni et al. 2002) as
well as U7 snRNPs that carry out histone mRNA 3′ end
processing (Pillai et al. 2003; Tisdale et al. 2013). SMN
has also been implicated in the assembly of other RNA-
binding proteins with a variety of coding and noncoding
RNAs (Li et al. 2014), the most characterized of which is
the formation of specific mRNPs for axonal transport
and localized translation in neurons (Donlin-Asp et al.
2017). Reflecting the emerging multifaceted role of SMN
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in RNP assembly and post-transcriptional gene regula-
tion, disruption of several distinct SMN-dependent RNA
pathways has been proposed to contribute to SMA patho-
genesis (Li et al. 2014; Donlin-Asp et al. 2016). However,
proving clear mechanistic links between select SMN-de-
pendent RNA pathways and specific disease-relevant fea-
tures of SMA remains an outstanding challenge.

Here, we sought to address this issue by focusing on the
molecular mechanisms of motor neuron death in SMA.
The classical hallmark of SMA in both patients and
mouse models is the progressive loss of spinal motor neu-
rons, leading to skeletal muscle atrophy (Burghes and
Beattie 2009; Tisdale and Pellizzoni 2015). Studies in
SMA mice have shown that motor neuron death occurs
cell-autonomously (Gogliotti et al. 2012; Martinez et al.
2012; McGovern et al. 2015; Fletcher et al. 2017), and dis-
tinctmotor neuron pools display differential vulnerability
to SMN deficiency (Mentis et al. 2011; Fletcher et al.
2017; Simon et al. 2017)—a feature reflected in the varying
degree of denervation of the respective target muscles
(Ling et al. 2012). This faithfully recapitulates clinical
characteristics of the disease in which axial and proximal
muscles are more affected than distal ones (Oskoui et al.
2017). Importantly, degeneration of vulnerable motor
neurons in a mouse model of severe SMA is driven by a
p53-dependent death pathway (Simon et al. 2017), and
p53 induction has also been documented in motor neu-
rons from milder mouse models of the disease (Murray
et al. 2015; Jangi et al. 2017) as well as post-mortem spinal
cords of SMA patients (Simic et al. 2000). However, the
molecularmechanisms linking SMNdeficiency to p53 ac-
tivation and motor neuron death in SMA are unknown.

Under normal conditions, p53 expression is maintained
at low levels by Mdm2 and Mdm4—two nonredundant
negative regulators that act in concert to prevent unwar-
ranted induction of the p53 pathway, which can lead to
cell cycle arrest or cell death in a context-dependent man-
ner (Vousden and Prives 2009). Mdm2 mainly serves as
an E3 ubiquitin ligase that targets p53 for degradation,
while Mdm4 inhibits p53 transcriptional activity in addi-
tion to enhancing Mdm2 function (Marine et al. 2006;
Shadfan et al. 2012). We hypothesized that p53 activation
and motor neuron degeneration in SMA could involve
dysregulation of the repressive activity of Mdm2 and
Mdm4 (i.e., p53 anti-repression) through splicing dysfunc-
tion induced by SMN deficiency. Consistent with this
possibility, previous studies implicated alternative splic-
ing of critical exons of Mdm2 andMdm4 in the regulation
of p53. Mdm2 transcripts that exclude exon 3 produce a
truncated form of the protein that induces p53 stabiliza-
tion through multiple mechanisms (Saucedo et al. 1999;
Perry et al. 2000; Giglio et al. 2010). Skipping of exon 7
inMdm4 introduces an early stop codon that induces non-
sense-mediated decay or production of an inactive pro-
tein, leading to p53 activation through loss of function
(Bezzi et al. 2013; Bardot et al. 2015; Dewaele et al. 2016).

In this study, we identifyMdm2 exon 3 andMdm4 exon
7 as critical downstream targets whose coordinated alter-
native splicing is regulated by SMN through its function
in snRNP biogenesis. Importantly, we show that defective

splicing of these key regulatory exons induced by SMN
deficiency, which occurs early and is most pronounced
in vulnerable motor neurons, acts as a biological switch
governing initiation of the p53 response in SMA mice.
Through selective induction of exon skipping in wild-
type mice, we demonstrate that perturbation of Mdm2
and Mdm4 alternative splicing synergistically induces
p53 anti-repression such that both splicing events, but
neither alone, are necessary and sufficient to elicit robust
activation of p53 in vivo. Conversely, correction of either
deficit by restoration of full-length Mdm2 or Mdm4 is
sufficient to suppress p53 induction and prevent motor
neuron degeneration in SMA. Thus, while SMN defi-
ciency induces widespread transcriptome perturbations
with the potential to contribute to SMApathology (Zhang
et al. 2008; Li et al. 2014), we show that it is the selective
dysregulation of Mdm2 and Mdm4 alternative splicing
that underlies p53 anti-repression and motor neuron
death in amousemodel of the disease. These findings pro-
vide a direct mechanistic link between the disruption of
SMN’s function in the assembly of the snRNP constitu-
ents of the splicing machinery and the molecular basis
of neurodegeneration in SMA.

Results

SMN deficiency disrupts Mdm2 and Mdm4 alternative
splicing in SMA motor neurons

To determine the mechanisms by which SMN deficiency
induces p53 in SMA, we investigated whether SMN regu-
lates alternative splicing ofMdm2 exon 3 andMdm4 exon
7, changes in which have been linked to p53 activation
(Perry et al. 2000; Giglio et al. 2010; Bardot et al. 2015;
Dewaele et al. 2016). In previously established NIH3T3-
SmnRNAi fibroblasts with doxycycline (Dox)-inducible
RNAi knockdown of Smn to ∼10% of normal levels (Lotti
et al. 2012;Ruggiu et al. 2012;Tisdale et al. 2013),RT–PCR
analysis revealed that the inclusion of both Mdm2 exon 3
and Mdm4 exon 7 was significantly reduced upon Smn
deficiency (Fig. 1A–D), while splicing of other Mdm2 and
Mdm4 exons was not affected (Supplemental Fig. S1).
Moreover, these splicing changes were reversed by expres-
sion of RNAi-resistant human SMN in NIH3T3-SMN/
SmnRNAi cells (Fig. 1A–D; Lotti et al. 2012; Ruggiu et al.
2012; Tisdale et al. 2013), highlighting the specificity of
the effects for SMN depletion. These results demonstrate
that SMN regulates the alternative splicing of specific ex-
ons of Mdm2 and Mdm4 mRNAs in vitro.

To assess whether SMN deficiency affects Mdm2 and
Mdm4 splicing regulation in vivo, we used the well-estab-
lished SMNΔ7 mouse model of SMA harboring homozy-
gous knockout of mouse Smn, two copies of the human
SMN2 gene, and transgenic SMNΔ7 cDNA (Le et al.
2005). We specifically monitored alternative splicing of
Mdm2 andMdm4mRNAs by RT–PCR in the spinal cords
of wild-type and SMAmice at presymptomatic (postnatal
day 1 [P1]), early symptomatic (P6), and late symptomatic
(P11) stages of the disease in this animal model. We found
that SMN deficiency induces time-dependent progressive
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accumulation of Mdm2Δ3 and Mdm4Δ7 mRNAs in the
spinal cords of SMA mice relative to control mice (Fig.
1E–H), revealing SMN-dependent dysregulation of Mdm2
and Mdm4 alternative splicing in vivo.

The accumulation of alternatively splicedMdm2Δ3 and
Mdm4Δ7 transcripts correlates with an increase in the
number of cells displaying p53 activation induced by
SMN deficiency over disease progression as revealed by
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Figure 1. SMN deficiency disruptsMdm2 andMdm4 alternative splicing in SMAmotor neurons. (A) RT–PCR analysis of Mdm2 exon 3
splicing inNIH3T3-SmnRNAi andNIH3T3-SMN/SmnRNAi cells culturedwith orwithoutDox using primers in exon 2 (E2) and exon 5 (E5).
A schematic of the alternatively spliced exon is shown at the top. Arrowheads indicate the locations of primers. (B) RT–PCR analysis of
Mdm4 exon 7 splicing in NIH3T3-SmnRNAi and NIH3T3-SMN/SmnRNAi cells cultured with or without Dox using primers in exon 5 (E5)
and exon 8 (E8). A schematic of the alternatively spliced exon is shown at the top. Arrowheads indicate the locations of primers. (C ) The
percentage of Mdm2 exon 3 inclusion from RT–PCR data in A. Data represent mean and standard error of the mean (SEM). n = 3. (D) The
percentage ofMdm4 exon 7 inclusion fromRT–PCR data in B. Data represent mean and SEM. n = 3. (E) RT–PCR ofMdm2 exon 3 splicing
in wild-type and SMA spinal cord at postnatal day 1 (P1), P6, and P11 using exon 2 and exon 5 primers. (F ) RT–PCR ofMdm4 exon 7 splic-
ing inwild-type and SMA spinal cords at P1, P6, and P11 using exon 5 and exon 8 primers. (G) The percentage ofMdm2 exon 3 inclusion in
wild-type and SMA spinal cords from RT–PCR data in E. Data represent mean and SEM. n = 3. (H) The percentage of Mdm4 exon 7 inclu-
sion in wild-type and SMA spinal cords fromRT–PCR data in F. Data representmean and SEM. n = 3. (I ) Choline acetyltransferase (ChAT)
and p53 immunostaining of L2 spinal segments fromwild-type and SMAmice at P1, P6, and P11. Bar, 100 µm. (J) Schematic of the exper-
imental approach used to isolate retrogradely labeledmuscle-identifiedmotor neurons fromwild-type and SMAmice. (K ) Bright-field and
fluorescent images of a representative L1–L3 spinal segment used to isolate cholera toxin B subunit (CTb)-labeled motor neurons before
and after laser capture microdissection (LCM). Bar, 200 µm. (L) RT–PCR analysis of Mdm2 exon 3 and Mdm4 exon 7 splicing in L1–L3
motor neurons from wild-type and SMA mice at P6. Exon 2 and exon 5 primers were used for Mdm2. Exon 5 and exon 8 primers were
used for Mdm4. (M ) The percentage of Mdm2 exon 3 and Mdm4 exon 7 inclusion in wild-type and SMA motor neurons from RT–PCR
data in L. Data represent mean and SEM. n = 3. All statistics were performed with two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. (∗) P < 0.05;
(∗∗) P < 0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001; (ns) no significance.
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immunohistochemistryanalysis of spinal cords fromwild-
type and SMA mice with anti-p53 antibodies (Fig. 1I). As
the onset of p53 activation occurs earliest in motor neu-
rons before extending to other spinal neurons that do not
degenerate in SMA mice (Fig. 1I; Simon et al. 2017), we
next sought to determine the effects of SMN deficiency
on Mdm2 and Mdm4 alternative splicing in vulnerable
SMA motor neurons at an early stage of the disease. To
do so, we retrogradely labeled vulnerable motor neurons
that innervate the axial muscles iliopsoas (IL) and qua-
dratus lumborum (QL) by intramuscular injection of fluo-
rescently conjugated cholera toxin B subunit (CTb) in
wild-type and SMA mice at P2 (Fig. 1J). We then isolated
CTb-labeled motor neurons located in the lumbar seg-
ments L1–L3 by laser capture microdissection (LCM)
from the spinal cords of injected mice at P6 (Fig. 1K)—a
time point at which ∼60% of thesemotor neurons express
p53 in SMAmice (see also Figs. 1I, 4A,B; Simonet al. 2017).
Remarkably, RT–PCR analysis showed a severe reduction
in the inclusion ofMdm2 exon 3 andMdm4 exon 7 in vul-
nerable SMA motor neurons relative to wild-type motor
neurons (Fig. 1L,M).Thus, SMNdeficiencystronglyaffects
the alternative splicing of Mdm2 and Mdm4 mRNAs in
vulnerable SMA motor neurons. Moreover, consistent
with a potential involvement in p53 activation andmotor
neuron degeneration, splicing dysregulation of these
mRNAs occurs earlier and to a much greater extent in
these disease-relevant neurons than in whole spinal cords
of SMA mice.

Defective snRNP biogenesis induces Mdm2 and Mdm4
splicing dysregulation and p53 activation

Given SMN’s essential function in the assembly of spli-
ceosomal snRNPs (Meister et al. 2001; Pellizzoni et al.
2002), we investigated whether SMN-dependent effects
on Mdm2 and Mdm4 splicing were mediated by deficits
in snRNP biogenesis. To do so, we used a previously estab-
lished cellular model in which Dox-dependent RNAi
knockdown of SmB, a core protein component of spliceo-
somal snRNPs (Li et al. 2014), results in the selective im-
pairment of snRNP biogenesis without altering SMN
levels in NIH3T3-SmBRNAi fibroblasts (see also Fig. 2E,F;
Ruggiu et al. 2012). Importantly, RT–PCR analysis
showed that SmB knockdown strongly reduced inclu-
sion of Mdm2 exon 3 and Mdm4 exon 7 in Dox-treated
NIH3T3-SmBRNAi cells relative to untreated controls
(Fig. 2A–D), mimicking the effects of SMN deficiency on
the splicing of these mRNAs. Further characterization
of NIH3T3-SmBRNAi cells revealed that SmB deficiency
also led to marked up-regulation of p53 protein levels
(Fig. 2E,F), nuclear accumulation of p53 (Fig. 2G), and ro-
bust mRNA up-regulation of p53 transcriptional targets
(Fig. 2H). Thus, defective snRNP biogenesis dysregulates
Mdm2 and Mdm4 alternative splicing and activates p53
in mammalian cells.

We showed previously that snRNP levels are reduced
much more prominently in the nuclei of SMA motor
neurons than other cells in the spinal cord of SMA mice
(Ruggiu et al. 2012; Tisdale and Pellizzoni 2015). To inves-

tigate whether SMN-dependent snRNP reduction cor-
related with p53 activation in SMA motor neurons in
vivo, we performed immunostaining experiments with
antibodies against p53 and SmB using spinal cords from
wild-type and SMAmice at P6 followed by quantification
of the nuclear levels of SmB as a proxy for snRNP expres-
sion in vulnerable L2 motor neurons (Fig. 2I). We found
that p53+ SMAmotor neurons had significantly lower lev-
els of nuclear SmB than either SMA or wild-type motor
neurons that are p53− (Fig. 2I,J), indicating a correlation
between snRNP reduction and p53 activation in SMAmo-
tor neurons.

Taken together, these findings mechanistically link
snRNP dysfunction induced by SMN deficiency to dysre-
gulation of Mdm2 and Mdm4 splicing and up-regulation
of p53, consistent with a snRNP-mediated mechanism
of p53 activation in SMA.

Skipping of SMN-regulated Mdm2 and Mdm4 exons
synergistically activates p53

To determine whether accumulation of alternative-
ly spliced Mdm2 and Mdm4 mRNAs induced by SMN
deficiency is sufficient to induce p53 activation in vivo,we
designed antisense morpholino oligonucleotides (MOs)
complementary to the 5′ splice sites of mouse Mdm2
exon 3 and Mdm4 exon 7 (Fig. 3A), which are predicted
to block U1 snRNP binding and promote exon skipping
without altering endogenous mRNA levels. The Mdm2
and Mdm4 MOs were delivered by intracerebroventricu-
lar (ICV) injection in wild-type mice at P0 either alone
or in combination in order to define the individual contri-
bution of these splicing events to p53 activation. RT–PCR
analysis ofMdm2 exon 3 andMdm4 exon 7 splicing in the
spinal cords of injected mice at P11 showed that Mdm2
and Mdm4 MOs acted selectively to induce skipping
of their targeted exons (Fig. 3B). Moreover, injection of
differing amounts of MOs demonstrated dose-dependent
accumulation of alternatively spliced Mdm2Δ3 and
Mdm4Δ7 mRNAs relative to wild-type mice injected
with the highest dose of a nontargeting MO used as a
control (Supplemental Fig. S2A). These experiments
validated the specificity and efficacy of the designed
MOs for inducing skipping of the intended alternatively
spliced exons.

Next, we analyzed whether treatment with these
splice-switching MOs had an effect on the p53 pathway.
Strikingly, immunostaining experiments revealed that ei-
ther MO alone induced little, if any, up-regulation of p53
in the mouse spinal cord at P11, while treatment with
bothMOs triggered robust and widespread p53 accumula-
tion (Fig. 3C). Moreover, RT-qPCR analysis of p53 tran-
scriptional targets, which are also induced in SMA mice
(see also Fig. 4E; Murray et al. 2015; Jangi et al. 2017; Si-
mon et al. 2017), showed relatively small increases upon
treatment with either MO individually and strong in-
duction when MOs were delivered in combination (Fig.
3D). Importantly, these synergistic effects were dose-de-
pendent (Supplemental Fig. S2B,C), and activation of
the p53 pathway induced by MOs targeting Mdm2 and
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Mdm4occurredwithout changes in the expression of Smn
or p53 mRNAs (Fig. 3E), consistent with a post-transcrip-
tional mechanism involving impairment of p53 degrada-
tion with consequent protein stabilization. Together,
these experiments reveal the remarkable potency with
which p53 can be activated through concurrent perturba-
tion of Mdm2 exon 3 and Mdm4 exon 7 splicing.
Last, we analyzed the effects in motor neurons and

found that ∼15% of L5 medial motor column (MMC) mo-
tor neurons were p53+ following delivery of Mdm2 and
Mdm4 MOs in wild-type mice (Fig. 3F,G), demonstrating
that increased Mdm2 and Mdm4 skipping is sufficient to
induce p53 in a motor neuron population that is vulnera-
ble in SMA. We showed previously that SMA motor neu-
ron death requires the convergence of p53 up-regulation
with p53 phosphorylation (Simon et al. 2017). According-

ly, phosphorylation of Ser18 of mouse p53 (phospho-
p53S18) is a specific marker of degenerating SMA motor
neurons, and overexpression of unphosphorylated p53 is
not sufficient to induce degeneration of wild-type motor
neurons in vivo (Simon et al. 2017). We therefore per-
formed motor neuron counts and immunostaining for
phospho-p53S18 in the spinal cords of wild-type mice fol-
lowing coinjection of Mdm2 and Mdm4 MOs. We did
not observe phospho-p53S18 expression in motor neurons
or other spinal cells (Fig. 3H), and, as expected, in accor-
dance with our previous findings, there was no change
in the number of L5 MMCmotor neurons relative to con-
trol mice (Fig. 3I). Thus, skipping of SMN-regulated
Mdm2 and Mdm4 exons can act as an initiating step
for p53 stabilization but not for phosphorylation of
Ser18 in vivo.
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Figure 2. Defective snRNP biogenesis dysregulatesMdm2 andMdm4 alternative splicing and induces p53 activation. (A) RT–PCR anal-
ysis of Mdm2 exon 3 splicing in NIH3T3-SmBRNAi cells cultured with or without Dox using exon 2 (E2) and exon 5 (E5) primers. (B) RT–
PCR analysis of Mdm4 exon 7 splicing in NIH3T3-SmBRNAi cells cultured with or without Dox using exon 5 (E5) and exon 8 (E8) primers.
(C ) The percentage ofMdm2 exon 3 inclusion from RT–PCR data inA. Data represent mean and SEM. n = 3. (D) The percentage ofMdm4
exon 7 inclusion from RT–PCR data in B. Data represent mean and SEM. n = 3. (E) RT-qPCR analysis of SmB mRNA levels in NIH3T3-
SmBRNAi cells cultured with or without Dox. Data represent mean and SEM. n = 3. (F ) Western blot analysis of NIH3T3-SmBRNAi cells
cultured with and without Dox. (G) p53 and phospho-p53S18 immunostaining of NIH3T3-SmBRNAi cells cultured with or without Dox.
Bar, 50 µm. (H) RT-qPCR analysis of mRNA levels of p53 transcriptional targets in NIH3T3-SmBRNAi cells cultured with or without
Dox.Normalized data fromDox-treated cells relative to untreated cells are shown asmean and SEM. n = 3. (I ) ChAT, SmB, and p53 immu-
nostaining of L2 spinal segments fromwild-type and SMAmice at P6. Bar, 25 µm. Arrowheads point to p53+ SMAmotor neurons. (J) Nor-
malized SmB fluorescence intensity inwild-type aswell as p53+ and p53− SMAL2motor neurons atP6 fromexperiments as in I. Each point
represents SmB fluorescent intensity in a single L2motor neuron, and datawere collected from threemice. Statistics were performedwith
two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test (C,D,E,H) or one-way ANOVAwith Tukey’s post-hoc test (J). (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P < 0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001.
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Mdm2 and Mdm4 gene delivery inhibits p53 activation
in SMA mice

To determinewhether changes inMdm2 andMdm4 alter-
native splicingwere responsible for p53activation inSMA,
weused adeno-associated virus serotype 9 (AAV9)-mediat-
ed gene delivery of full-length mouse Mdm2 and Mdm4
cDNAs in SMAmiceby ICV injection at P0 (Supplemental
Fig. S3A). SMA mice injected with AAV9-GFP and unin-
jected wild-type mice were used as controls. RT-qPCR
analysis demonstrated robust expression of Mdm2 and
Mdm4mRNAs over endogenous levels in the spinal cords
ofmice injectedwith the corresponding AAV9 vectors rel-
ative to controls at P11 (Supplemental Fig. S3B,C).We also
attempted tomonitorMdm2 andMdm4protein levels but
failed to identify commercially available antibodies that
detected endogenous or overexpressed levels of these pro-

teins by either immunohistochemistry or Western blot.
AAV9-Mdm2andAAV9-Mdm4didnot alter the lowlevels
of SMN produced by the SMN2 gene at the mRNA or pro-
tein level (Supplemental Fig. S3D,E).We then investigated
whether AAV9-Mdm2 or AAV9-Mdm4 affected the ex-
pression of p53 in vulnerable motor neurons of SMA
mice. In agreement with our previous study (Simon et al.
2017), we found that ∼60% of L2 motor neurons and
∼70%ofL5MMCmotorneurons are p53+ inSMAmice in-
jected with AAV-GFP at P11 (Fig. 4A–D), while no p53 ex-
pression is detectable in wild-type motor neurons.
Importantly, injection of AAV9-Mdm2 and AAV9-Mdm4
either individually or in combination strongly reduced
p53 expression in these SMA motor neurons (Fig. 4A–D),
with p53 suppression being more effective upon coinjec-
tion of both vectors. The observation that overexpression
of either Mdm2 or Mdm4 efficiently inhibits nuclear
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Figure 3. Skipping of SMN-regulated Mdm2 and Mdm4 exons synergistically triggers p53 activation. (A) Schematic of splice-switching
MOs targeting the 5′ splice sites ofMdm2 exon 3 andMdm4exon 7. (B) RT–PCR analysis ofMdm2 exon 3 andMdm4exon 7 splicing in the
spinal cords of wild-type mice at P11 following injection of 400 µg of control MO or 200 µg of each splice-switching MO individually or
together at P0. Exon 2 and exon 5 primers were used forMdm2. Exon 5 and exon 8 primers were used forMdm4. (C ) ChAT and p53 immu-
nostaining of L5 spinal segments at P11 fromwild-type mice injected with 400 µg of control or 200 µg of each splice-switchingMO at P0.
Bar, 250 µm. (D) RT-qPCR analysis of p53 transcriptional targets in the spinal cords of wild-typemice at P11 following injection of 400 µg
of control or 200 µg of each splice-switchingMO at P0. Data representmean and SEM. n = 3. (E) RT-qPCR analysis of p53 and SmnmRNA
from the same groups as inD. Data represent mean and SEM. n = 3. (F ) ChAT and p53 immunostaining of L5 spinal segments at P11 from
wild-typemice injectedwith 200 µg of control or 100 µg of each splice-switchingMOatP0. Insets show representative images of L5medial
motor column (MMC)motor neurons at highermagnification. Bar, 100 µm; bar in inset, 25 µm. (G) The percentage of p53+ L5MMCmotor
neurons from experiments as in F. Data representmean and SEM. n = 3. (H) ChAT and phospho-p53Ser18 immunostaining of L5 spinal seg-
ments from experiments as in F. Insets show representative images of L5MMCmotor neurons at highermagnification. Bar, 100 µm; bar in
inset, 25 µm. (I ) The total number of L5 MMCmotor neurons from experiments as in H. Data represent mean and SEM. n = 3. Statistics
were performed with one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test (D,E) or two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test (G,I ). (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P <
0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001; (ns) no significance.
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accumulation of p53 in SMAmotor neurons is consistent
with p53 induction requiring the synergistic effects of
exon skipping in bothMdm2 andMdm4,which are invari-
ably muted when the full-length mRNA isoform of either
gene is reinstated.
Next, to determine whether Mdm2 and Mdm4 overex-

pression selectively inhibits p53 transcriptional activity
in SMAmice, we monitored by RT-qPCR the mRNA lev-
els of several p53 target genes in the spinal cords of SMA
mice relative to wild-type mice at P11. We found that
coinjection of AAV9-Mdm2 and AAV9-Mdm4, but not
AAV9-GFP, robustly decreased the mRNA levels of p53-
regulated genes that are induced by SMN deficiency in
the spinal cords of SMA mice (Fig. 4E), demonstrating
functional inhibition of p53. As expected, the correction
was not complete because AAV9 mainly transduces mo-
tor neurons but not many other spinal cells that express
p53 at a late disease stage in SMAmice (see Fig. 1I; Simon
et al. 2017). To establish the specificity of the effects of
Mdm2 and Mdm4 for the suppression of p53-dependent
gene changes in SMA, we monitored known RNA pro-
cessing events in other SMN-regulated pathways disrupt-
ed in SMA. Specifically, we analyzed U12-dependent
splicing of Stasimon (Lotti et al. 2012), U7-dependent 3′

end processing of histone mRNAs (Tisdale et al. 2013),
and the expression of chondrolectin mRNA (Zhang et al.
2008; Bäumer et al. 2009), all of which were altered in
the spinal cords of SMA mice relative to wild-type mice
but not corrected by Mdm2 and Mdm4 overexpression
(Fig. 4F). Together, these results demonstrate that overex-
pression of full-length Mdm2 and/or Mdm4 selectively
suppresses the SMN-dependent activation of p53 in
SMA mice.

Mdm2 and Mdm4 restoration inhibits motor neuron
degeneration and improves motor function in SMA mice

Based on the link between SMN-dependent dysregulation
of Mdm2 and Mdm4 alternative splicing and the induc-
tion of p53, we sought to determine the effect of overex-
pressing Mdm2 and Mdm4 on motor neuron survival in
SMA mice. To do so, we delivered AAV9-Mdm2 and
AAV9-Mdm4 either individually or in combination in
SMA mice by ICV injection at P0 and then quantified
the number of vulnerable L2 and L5MMCmotor neurons
at P11, which is significantly decreased in SMA mice ac-
cording to our previous studies (Mentis et al. 2011; Fletch-
er et al. 2017; Simon et al. 2017). Remarkably, we found
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Figure 4. Mdm2 andMdm4 gene delivery suppresses p53 activation in SMA. (A) ChAT and p53 immunostaining of L2 spinal segments at
P11 from uninjected wild-typemice and SMAmice injected at P0 with adeno-associated virus serotype 9 (AAV9)-GFP, AAV9-Mdm2, and
AAV9-Mdm4 either alone or in combination as indicated. Bar, 50 µm. (B) The percentage of p53+ L2 motor neurons at P11 from the same
groups as inA. Data representmean and SEM.n = 3. (C ) ChATand p53 immunostaining of L5 spinal segments at P11 from the same groups
as inA. Bar, 50 µm. (D) The percentage of p53+ L5MMCmotor neurons at P11 in the same groups as inA. Data represent mean and SEM.
n = 3. (E) RT-qPCR analysis of p53 transcriptional targets in the spinal cords at P11 fromuninjectedwild-typemice and SMAmice injected
at P0with eitherAAV9-GFPorAAV9-Mdm2 andAAV9-Mdm4 together. Data representmean and SEM. n = 6. (F ) RT-qPCR analysis of the
levels of aberrantly spliced Stasimon (Stas Aber) mRNA, 3′ end-extended H1c (H1c pre) mRNA, and chondrolectin (Chodl) mRNA in the
spinal cords at P11 from the same groups as in E. Data representmean and SEM. n = 6. All statistics were performedwith one-wayANOVA
with Tukey’s post-hoc test. (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P < 0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001; (ns) no significance.
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that overexpression of either Mdm2 or Mdm4 alone
strongly suppressed degeneration of L2 and L5 MMC
SMA motor neurons with an efficacy comparable with
that achieved with their coexpression (Fig. 5). Thus, resto-
ration of eitherMdm2 orMdm4 full-lengthmRNAs is suf-
ficient to prevent p53 up-regulation induced by SMN
deficiency through the synergistic effects of Mdm2 and
Mdm4 missplicing and the subsequent p53-dependent
cascade leading to degeneration of SMA motor neurons.

In addition to motor neuron degeneration, SMN defi-
ciency leads to several deficits in themotorcircuit (Tisdale
and Pellizzoni 2015). To further assess the impact of
Mdm2 andMdm4 overexpression on the SMA neuromus-
cular phenotype, we investigated functional and morpho-
logical parameters of the sensory–motor circuit that
are severely affected in the mouse model of the disease
(Mentis et al. 2011; Fletcher et al. 2017). First, we analyzed
changes in sensory–motor function bymonitoring the spi-
nal reflex in the L2 segment of the spinal cord at P11. We
found that AAV-mediated Mdm2 and Mdm4 overexpres-
sionmoderately but significantly increased the amplitude
of the monosynaptic reflex that is strongly reduced in
SMA mice injected with AAV9-GFP relative to wild-type
mice (Fig. 6A,B). This partial functional recovery likely
reflects the sparing of SMA motor neurons rather than
specific benefits on the number and function of the propri-
oceptive (VGluT1+) synapses that impinge on motor neu-
ron somata, the loss of which was not prevented by
AAV9-Mdm2 and AAV9-Mdm4 injection in SMA mice
(Fig. 6C,D).These experiments also indicate thatSMAmo-
tor neurons rescued from death byMdm2 andMdm4 gene
delivery are capable of eliciting functional responses (i.e.,
firing action potentials) following synaptic activation.

We next analyzed the impact ofMdm2 andMdm4 over-
expression on the innervation and function of neuromus-
cular junctions (NMJs) in the QL muscle of SMA mice.
AAV9-Mdm2 and AAV9-Mdm4 did not improve either
the severeNMJ denervation (Fig. 6E,F) or the strong reduc-
tion in the amplitude of the compound muscle action po-
tential (CMAP) (Fig. 6G,H) found in AAV9-GFP-injected
SMAmice relative to wild-type mice. Nevertheless, over-
expression of Mdm2 and Mdm4 transiently improved the
righting time of SMA mice (Fig. 6I) and, while it had no
toxic effects in normal mice, did not enhance weight
gain or survival in SMA mice (Fig. 6I–K). These results
are consistent with both the beneficial effects of genetic
or pharmacological inhibition of p53 in the same model
being limited to improved motor behavior (Simon et al.
2017) and the contribution of peripheral pathology to
the growth and survival phenotype of SMA mice (Hua
et al. 2011; Hamilton and Gillingwater 2013). They also
indicate that Mdm2 and Mdm4 restoration improves
motor function by acting on the p53-mediated pathway
governing motor neuron degeneration but not on the
mechanisms underlying synaptic loss in SMA mice.

Discussion

Establishing clear mechanistic links between the multi-
ple roles of SMN in RNA regulation and specific down-
stream phenotypic effects relevant to SMA pathology is
critical in understanding disease mechanisms. Since
SMNdeficiency can triggerwidespread deficits in gene ex-
pression that can impact many downstream cellular pro-
cesses (Li et al. 2014), an outstanding challenge in the
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Figure 5. Full-lengthMdm2 andMdm4 overexpression preventsmotor neuron degeneration in SMAmice. (A) ChAT immunostaining of
L2 spinal segments at P11 from uninjected wild-type mice and SMA mice injected with AAV9-GFP, AAV9-Mdm2, and AAV9-Mdm4 ei-
ther alone or in combination. Bar, 50 µm. (B) The total number of L2 motor neurons from the same groups as in A at P11. Data represent
mean and SEM. n≥ 3. (C ) ChAT immunostaining of L5 spinal segments at P11 from the same groups as in A. Bar, 100 µm. (D) The total
number of L5MMCmotor neurons from the same groups as inA at P11.Data representmean and SEM.n≥ 4. All statisticswere performed
with one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test. (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P < 0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001.
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Figure 6. Full-length Mdm2 and Mdm4 overexpression moderately improves spinal reflexes and motor behavior in SMA mice.
(A) Traces of extracellular recordings of L2 ventral roots following L2 dorsal root stimulation from uninjected wild-type mice and
SMAmice injected with either AAV9-GFP or AAV9-Mdm2 and AAV9-Mdm4 at P11. Arrowheads indicate the stimulus artifact. Arrows
indicate the monosynaptic response. Bars, 5 msec and 0.5 mV. (B) Spinal reflex amplitudes from the same groups as in A. Data represent
mean and SEM. n≥ 3. (C ) ChAT and VGluT1 immunostaining of L2 spinal segments from the same groups as in A at P11. Bar, 25 µm.
(D) Total number of VGluT1+ synapses on L2 motor neuron somata from the same groups as in A at P11. Data represent mean and
SEM. n≥ 22 neurons from three mice per group. (E) Immunostaining of presynaptic (with NF-M and SYP antibodies) and post-synaptic
(with BTX) terminals of neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) in the QL muscle from the same groups as in A at P11. Arrowheads indicate
fully denervated NMJs. Bar, 25 µm. (F ) The percentage of fully denervated NMJs in the QL muscle from the same groups as in A at P11.
Data represent mean and SEM. n≥ 3. (G) Compound muscle action potential (CMAP) traces recorded from the QL muscle following L2
ventral root stimulation in the same groups as in A at P11. Arrowheads indicate the stimulus artifact. Arrows indicate the peak of the
M response. Bars, 5 msec and 0.5 mV. (H) The amplitude of the M response from the QL muscle in the same groups as in A at P11. Data
represent mean and SEM. n≥ 3. (I–K ) Righting time (I ), weight gain (J), and survival (K ) of uninjected wild-type mice (n = 15) and wild-
type and SMA mice injected with AAV9-GFP (n = 16) or AAV9-Mdm2 and AAV9-Mdm4 (n = 10) as indicated. Statistics were performed
with one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test (B,D,F,H) or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test (I ). (∗) P < 0.05; (∗∗) P <
0.01; (∗∗∗) P < 0.001; (ns) no significance.
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field has been to identify which functions and specific tar-
gets of SMN are causally related to clinical features of
SMA. Here, we addressed this issue by focusing on the
molecular mechanisms underlying a hallmark of SMA
(motor neuron degeneration) that have long remained elu-
sive. Building on our recent discovery that p53 activation
is central to the degenerative process of SMA motor neu-
rons (Simon et al. 2017), we demonstrate that SMN func-
tion in snRNP biogenesis is required for coordinated
regulation of Mdm2 and Mdm4 alternative splicing and
that defective inclusion of a key regulatory exon in each
of these genes acts synergistically to drive p53 anti-repres-
sion and motor neuron degeneration in a mouse model of
SMA. Collectively, our findings establish a causal link be-
tween disrupted assembly of spliceosomal snRNPs and
neurodegeneration and reveal the identity of the upstream
molecular events that underlie this pathogenic process in
SMA (Fig. 7).

The discovery that p53 activation drives motor neuron
degeneration in SMA mice raised important mechanistic
questions regarding the identity of the upstream triggers
induced by SMN deficiency (Simon et al. 2017). Given
that SMA motor neurons showed no evidence for DNA
damage, which is a well-known inducer of p53 activation
(Simon et al. 2017), we focused on other possible mecha-
nisms. Using both cellular and animal models, we show
that SMN deficiency disrupts the balance between inclu-
sion and exclusion of key regulatory exons in Mdm2 and
Mdm4 (two well-established effectors in the cellular con-
trol of p53) (Marine et al. 2006), leading to a switch in their
biological activity from repression to activation of p53.

The requirement of SMN for the regulation of Mdm2
exon 3 and Mdm4 exon 7 alternative splicing is demon-
strated in mammalian cells in vitro using a well-con-
trolled homogeneous model system (Lotti et al. 2012;
Tisdale et al. 2013) as well as in vivo through the analysis
of both the spinal cords and motor neurons from SMA
mice (Fig. 1). Moreover, previous studies provide the basis
to explain how increased levels of alternatively spliced
Mdm2 andMdm4mRNAs and a corresponding reduction
in the levels of full-length transcripts trigger p53 anti-re-
pression through loss-of-function and dominant-negative
effects on the activity of Mdm2 (Perry et al. 2000; Giglio
et al. 2010) and Mdm4 (Bezzi et al. 2013; Bardot et al.
2015).

From a mechanistic standpoint, our findings indicate
that Mdm2 and Mdm4 exon skipping induced by SMN
deficiency is a direct consequence of impaired assembly
of spliceosomal snRNPs, which is the best-characterized
activity of SMN (Burghes and Beattie 2009; Li et al.
2014). First, the reduction of snRNP levels upon SMN
depletion is well documented in both NIH3T3 cells (Lotti
et al. 2012) and SMA motor neurons (Ruggiu et al. 2012;
Tisdale and Pellizzoni 2015), in which we identified
Mdm2 andMdm4 splicing defects (Fig. 1). Second, the ear-
liest and strongest effects of SMNdepletion on alternative
splicing ofMdm2andMdm4mRNAs are found in disease-
relevant vulnerable SMA motor neurons relative to other
spinal cells (Fig. 1), coincident with more pronounced
snRNP reduction and p53 up-regulation (Fig. 2). Third,
selective impairment of snRNP biogenesis through SmB
knockdown in NIH3T3 cells induces robust skipping of
bothMdm2 exon 3 andMdm4exon7 aswell as p53 activa-
tion in the presence of normal SMN levels (Fig. 2), thereby
directly linking dysregulation of these alternative splicing
events to snRNP dysfunction. Potential mechanisms un-
derlying motor neuron selectivity at early disease stages
include the intrinsically low efficiency of SMN2 exon 7
splicing and activation of a negative feedback that specifi-
cally exacerbates SMN2 splicing defects and downstream
effects of SMN deficiency through snRNP dysfunction in
SMA motor neurons (Jodelka et al. 2010; Ruggiu et al.
2012). At later symptomatic stages, wider dysregulation
of Mdm2 and Mdm4 splicing and accumulation of p53 in
the spinal cordsof SMAmice likely involves similarmech-
anisms induced by hypoxia and other stressors that
decrease SMN2 splicing (Bebee et al. 2012; Somers et al.
2016). In agreement with regulation of Mdm2 and Mdm4
splicing by the snRNP biogenesis pathway, knockdown
of protein arginine methyltransferase 5—a protein that
carries out symmetric dimethylation of a subset of Smpro-
teins prior to their transfer to the SMN complex (Friesen
et al. 2001; Meister et al. 2001)—has been shown to pro-
mote skipping of Mdm4 exon 7 and p53 activation (Bezzi
et al. 2013). Expanding on this study in which SMN func-
tion andMdm2 splicingwere not investigated, our data in-
dicate that coordinated regulation of Mdm2 and Mdm4
alternative splicing acts as a sensor of impaired snRNP
biogenesis and splicing dysfunction to elicit p53-mediated
biological responses and that this SMN-dependent regula-
tory axis is disrupted in SMA.

Figure 7. Splicingmechanisms of p53 anti-repression andmotor
neuron death in SMA. Schematic summary of the molecular cas-
cade initiated by SMN deficiency, followed by reduction in the
levels of spliceosomal snRNPs of themajor spliceosome and con-
sequent dysregulation ofMdm2 exon 3 andMdm4 exon 7 alterna-
tive splicing, resulting in their increased skipping. Dysregulation
of both splicing events is required to synergistically induce p53
stabilization, which is the initiating step in the death pathway
leading to motor neuron loss in SMA mice. See the text for addi-
tional details.
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To assess directly the role of Mdm2 andMdm4 alterna-
tive splicing in the regulation of p53, we used splice-
switching oligonucleotides that specificallymodify the in-
clusion of SMN-regulated exons. Remarkably, we found
that exclusion of either Mdm2 exon 3 or Mdm4 exon 7
alone hadmild effects on p53 activity, while concomitant
induction of bothMdm2 andMdm4 exon skipping events
synergizes to elicit a much more robust p53 response, in-
cluding widespread nuclear accumulation of p53 and up-
regulation of its transcriptional targets in the spinal cords
of wild-type mice (Fig. 3). Thus, coordinate skipping of
SMN-regulated exons of Mdm2 and Mdm4 is both neces-
sary and sufficient for robust p53 induction, likely through
protein stabilization, based on the function of these factors
in p53 regulation (Marine et al. 2006) and because mRNA
levels of p53 were unchanged (Fig. 3E). However, these
splicing events alone do not cause the death of wild-type
motor neurons in vivo. This is consistent with our previ-
ous demonstration that p53 overexpression per se is not
sufficient to induce degeneration of motor neurons but
requires convergence of at least another activating event
(N-terminal phosphorylation of p53, of which Ser18
phosphorylation is a marker) (Simon et al. 2017) that is in-
dependent from Mdm2 and Mdm4 exon skipping (Fig. 3).
Importantly, functional analysis of the role of Mdm2
and Mdm4 splicing dysregulation in SMA revealed that
overexpression of either target is sufficient to prevent
p53 accumulation and rescue SMA motor neurons from
degeneration to levels comparablewith their coexpression
in SMAmice (Figs. 4 and 5). This further highlights the re-
quirementof both splicing events for synergistic induction
of p53 and, conversely, the sufficiency of correcting either
deficit for suppression of p53-mediated death of SMAmo-
tor neurons. Therefore, while future studies are needed to
define the converging pathways responsible for N-termi-
nal phosphorylation of p53, our results conclusively estab-
lish that dysregulated alternative splicing of two specific
target genes induced by SMN deficiency is the initiating
event that underlies synergistic activation of p53 and neu-
rodegeneration in SMA (Fig. 7).
Our findings have potential therapeutic implications

for human disease that include but are not limited to neu-
rodegeneration in SMA. Mdm2 and Mdm4 are negative
regulators of p53 that prevent its undue activation under
normal conditions (Vousden and Prives 2009). However,
they are also oncogenes, as their overexpression promotes
uncontrolled cell proliferation through excess inhibition
of the tumor suppressor activity of p53 in certain cancers
(Wade et al. 2013). Moreover, enhanced skipping ofMdm4
exon 7 (exon 6 in human MDM4) has been proposed as a
candidate therapeutic approach to activate the p53 re-
sponse in specific cancers (such as melanomas and diffuse
large B-cell lymphoma) that retain a functional p53 allele
(Dewaele et al. 2016; Valianatos et al. 2017). Considering
the strong synergistic effects that we demonstrated here,
induction of both Mdm2 exon 3 and Mdm4 exon 7 skip-
ping has the potential for much more pronounced activa-
tion of p53 and increased therapeutic benefit in cancer.
Conversely, promoting the inclusion of either SMN-regu-
lated exon in Mdm2 or Mdm4 mRNAs could represent a

candidate approach to counteract the loss of SMA motor
neurons in an SMN-independent manner. Our results in-
dicate that selective blockade of motor neuron death re-
sults in partial functional recovery and improved motor
ability early in the disease course of SMA mice (Fig. 6),
while the overall benefit on the neuromuscular phenotype
is limited by the progressive loss of central synapses and
NMJ innervation, which are distinct pathogenic events.
At a time when disease-modifying treatments are emerg-
ing but comprehensive understanding of what aspects of
SMA pathology are insufficiently addressed in patients
is lacking (Finkel et al. 2017; Mendell et al. 2017), there
is increasing interest in the identification of combinatori-
al approaches that might complement SMN-based thera-
peutics (Van Alstyne and Pellizzoni 2016; Groen et al.
2018). Thus, despite the fact that rescue of motor neuron
survival alone is expectedly not sufficient to reverse the
severe SMA phenotype (Gogliotti et al. 2012; Martinez
et al. 2012; McGovern et al. 2015; Fletcher et al. 2017), se-
lectively targeting the motor neuron death pathway has
the potential to enhance the clinical benefit of SMN-in-
ducing therapeutics by preventing the irreplaceable loss
of the most affected cell type in SMA and extending the
window of opportunity for amelioration of synaptic pa-
thology. Induction of p53 has also been documented in pa-
tient tissue and experimental models of several chronic
and acute neurodegenerative diseases (Culmsee andMatt-
son 2005), including—but not limited to—Alzheimer’s
disease (de laMonte et al. 1997; Kitamura et al. 1997), Par-
kinson’s disease (Duan et al. 2002; Mogi et al. 2007; Qi
et al. 2016), ischemic stroke, and traumatic brain injury
(Yang et al. 2016). In light of our results, it would be rele-
vant to evaluate the involvement of Mdm2 and Mdm4
splicing dysregulation in neuronal loss in this diverse
group of neurological disorders.
In conclusion, our findings mechanistically link dysre-

gulation of alternative splicing induced by SMN defi-
ciency with motor neuron death, the key hallmark of
SMA. Furthermore, they identify decreased SMN func-
tion in snRNP biogenesis as the initial trigger and defec-
tive alternative splicing of Mdm2 and Mdm4 as the
downstream effectors responsible for the up-regulation
of p53 that underlies the neurodegenerative process in
SMA. In addition to elucidating a fundamental pathogenic
mechanism of SMA, the molecular cascade of events
emerging from our study provides new entry points for ex-
ploring SMN-independent neuroprotective approaches for
preventing motor neuron death that may also have broad-
er implications in other neurodegenerative diseases asso-
ciated with perturbations of RNA splicing and p53
regulation.

Materials and methods

DNA constructs

Plasmids containing cDNAs for full-length mouse Mdm2 and
Mdm4 were purchased from Dharmacon (Mdm2 clone ID
6415937, accession no. BC050902; Mdm4 clone ID 3599906, ac-
cession no. BC003750). DNA fragments corresponding to the
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ORFs of GFP and full-lengthMdm2 andMdm4 generated by PCR
using these plasmids as templates were cloned downstream from
the GUSB promoter of vectors harboring AAV2 inverted terminal
repeats (ITRs) for the production of self-complementary AAV9.
All constructs were verified by DNA sequencing.

AAV9 production

DNA for the production of AAV9 vectorswas purified using endo-
toxin-free Mega preparaton kit (Qiagen) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. The recombinant plasmids were each
packaged into AAV9 capsid by triple-plasmid transfection of hu-
man HEK293 cells, and virions were purified by CsCl gradient
centrifugation as described previously (Mueller et al. 2012). The
resulting vectors were concentrated to final titers of ∼2 × 1013

genome copies per milliliter using Amicon Ultracel centrifugal
filter devices with a 30,000 nominal molecular weight limit
(Millipore).

Cell lines and treatments

NIH3T3 cell lines used in this study were described previously
(Lotti et al. 2012; Ruggiu et al. 2012) and were treated with 100
ng/mL Dox for 5 d (SmnRNAi and SMN/SmnRNAi) or 60 h
(SmBRNAi) prior to analysis.

SMA mice and experimental procedures

All mouse work was performed in accordance with the National
Institutes of Health Guide on the Care and Use of Animals and
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
of Columbia University. Equal proportions of mice of both sexes
were used, and aggregated data are presented because gender-spe-
cific differences were not found. The SMNΔ7mouse line (Smn+/−/
SMN2+/+/SMNΔ7+/+) used in this study to generate SMA mice
was on a pure FVB background and was obtained from Jackson
Mice (Jax stock no. 005025). Genotyping of the Smn knockout al-
lele was performed using tail DNA PCR and the primers listed in
Supplemental Table S1 as described previously (Fletcher et al.
2017). All ICV injectionswere carried out in P0mice anesthetized
by isoflurane inhalation by a single injection in the right lateral
ventricle of the brain. After 30 min of recovery, pups were placed
in their breeder cage and monitored daily for weight and righting
time. For AAV9 gene delivery, we delivered 1 × 1011 genome cop-
ies of the indicated AAV9 vectors in a PBS solution containing a
vital dye (Fast Green, Sigma). For MO injections, varying doses
(25–400 µg) of the described oligonucleotides in a PBS solution
containing a vital dye (Fast Green, Sigma) were delivered. MOs
were obtained from GeneTools, and the sequences are listed in
Supplemental Table S1. Mice were sacrificed, and tissue collec-
tionwas performed in a dissection chamber under continuous ox-
ygenation (95%O2/5%CO2) in the presence of cold (∼12°C)
artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing 128.35 mM
NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 0.58 mM NaH2PO4, 21 mM NaHCO3, 30 mM
D-glucose, 1.5 mM CaCl2, and 1 mM MgSO4.

Motor neuron isolation by LCM

LCM of motor neurons was carried out essentially as described
previously (Lotti et al. 2012). Briefly, to retrogradely label motor
neurons, the IL and QL muscles of P2 wild-type and SMA
mice were exposed, and ∼1 µL of CTb conjugated to Alexa
488 was delivered by intramuscular injection using a finely
pulled glass microelectrode. At P6, the spinal cord was dissect-
ed, and the L1–L3 segments were embedded in OCT and flash-

frozen. Cryosections of 14 µm were mounted on PEN-mem-
brane slides 2.0 (Zeiss) and fixed in 100% ethanol for 15 sec pri-
or to LCM. Following air drying for 30 sec, individual motor
neurons were microdissected using a DM6000B microscope
equipped with a LMD6000 laser capture unit (Leica). Approxi-
mately 200 motor neurons were collected bilaterally from L1–
L3 spinal segments of one or more mice for each sample group
and biological replicate.

RNA and protein analysis

For RNA analysis, purification of total RNA from mouse spinal
cords and NIH3T3 cells was carried out using TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen) as per the manufacturer’s instructions followed by
treatment with RNase-free DNaseI (Ambion). cDNA was gener-
ated using RevertAid RT reverse transcription kit (Thermo Fisher)
with random hexamer and oligo dT primers. RT–PCRs were first
performed at increasing cycle numbers to ensure that analysis
was performed within the linear range of amplification using
AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase (Thermo Fisher). The identi-
ties of all of the RT–PCR products were confirmed by DNA se-
quencing. RT-qPCR analysis was done using SYBR Green
(Applied Biosystems) in technical triplicates. Total RNAwas pu-
rified fromLCMmotor neurons using theAbsolutely RNANano-
prep kit (Agilent). Amplified cDNAwas prepared from total RNA
using the Ovation PicoSL WTA system V2 kit (Nugen) and puri-
fied with the MinElute reaction cleanup kit (Qiagen). RNA qual-
ity and quantity were assessed using the 2100 Bioanalyzer
(Agilent). The primers used for RT–PCR and RT-qPCR experi-
ments are listed in Supplemental Table S1.
For Western blot analysis, proteins from spinal cord tissue or

NIH3T3 cells were homogenized in SDS-PAGE sample buffer
and quantified using RC DC protein assay (Bio-Rad). Protein ex-
tracts were run on 12% polyacrylamide gels and transferred to ni-
trocellulose membranes for probing. Blocking was done in 5%
milk in PBS/0.1% Tween, and primary and secondary antibodies
were diluted in PBS/0.1% Tween. The antibodies used for these
experiments are listed in Supplemental Table S2.

Immunohistochemistry and immunofluorescence analysis

For spinal cord analysis, dissected tissue was fixed in 4% PFA
overnight, and then specific lumbar segments were identified
by the ventral roots. Segments were embedded in agar and sec-
tioned at 75 µm with a VT1000 S vibratome (Leica). Sections
were blocked in 10% donkey serum in 0.01 M PBS/0.4% Tri-
ton-X for 1.5 h and then incubated with primary antibodies over-
night at room temperature. Sixwashing steps of 10min eachwere
done prior to incubation with secondary antibodies (Jackson
ImmunoResearch) in PBS for 3 h at room temperature. Another
six washing steps were performed before sections were mounted
in 30% glycerol/PBS.
For NMJ analysis of skeletal (QL) muscle, freshly dissected tis-

sue was fixed in 4% PFA for 1 h, then cryoprotected in 30%
sucrose overnight, embedded in OCT, and frozen. Thirty-micro-
meter cryosections were cut and then blocked with 5% donkey
serum in TBS/0.2% Triton-X for 1 h at room temperature prior
to staining. Sections were incubated with primary antibodies in
blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. Following incubation, sections
were washed three times for 10 min in TBS/0.2% Triton-X and
then incubatedwith secondary antibodies for 1 h at room temper-
ature followed by three washing steps. Slides were mounted with
Fluoromount-G (SouthernBiotech).
For immunofluorescence analysis, NIH3T3 fibroblasts plated

on coverslips were fixed in 4% PFA for 15 min and then
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permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min at room
temperature. Samples were blocked in 3% BSA/0.05% sodium
azide in PBS for 1 h and incubated with primary antibodies in
blocking buffer for 2 h. Following three 5-min washes, coverslips
were incubated with secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoRe-
search) and DAPI diluted in blocking buffer for 1 h, washed three
times, and mounted using ProLong Gold anti-fade mountant
(Thermo Fisher).
The antibodies used for immunohistochemistry and im-

munofluorescence experiments are listed in Supplemental
Table S2.

Confocal microscopy and quantification

All images were acquired using a Leica SP5 confocal microscope
and analyzed offline using the Leica LASAX software from z-
stack images as described previously (Mentis et al. 2011; Fletcher
et al. 2017). Images for motor neuron number quantification were
acquired using a 20× objective at 3-µm steps in theZ-axis. Images
for VGluT1+ inputs were acquired using a 40× objective at 0.3-µm
steps in the Z-axis. Images for NMJ innervation quantification
were obtained using a 20× objective at 2-µm steps in the Z-axis.
Images for SmB intensity analysis were acquired using a 40× ob-
jective at identical settings for wild-type and SMA samples at
3-µm steps, and analysis was performed using LASAX software
by measuring the peak intensity per unit area of the nuclear re-
gion of motor neurons.

Electrophysiology

Electrophysiological experiments were carried out as described
previously (Simon et al. 2017). For recordings of the monosynap-
tic reflex, the intact ex vivo spinal cord preparation was perfused
continuously with oxygenated (95% O2/5% CO2) aCSF at ∼10
mL/min. The dorsal root and ventral root of the L2 segment
were placed into suction electrodes for stimulation or recording,
respectively. The extracellular recorded potentials were recorded
(DC, 3 kHz, Cyberamp, Molecular Devices) in response to a brief
(0.2-msec) stimulation (A365, current stimulus isolator, World
Precision Instruments) of the L2 dorsal root. The stimulus thresh-
old was defined as the current at which the minimal evoked re-
sponse was recorded in three out of five trials. Recordings were
fed to an A/D interface (Digidata 1440A, Molecular Devices)
and acquired with Clampex (version 10.2, Molecular Devices) at
a sampling rate of 10 kHz. Data were analyzed offline using
Clampfit (version 10.2, Molecular Devices). Measurements
were taken from averaged traces of five trials elicited at 0.1 Hz.
The temperature of the physiological solution ranged between
21°C and 25°C.
The function of theNMJs of theQLmuscle at P11was assessed

ex vivo as described previously (Fletcher et al. 2017). Briefly, after
the removal of the spinal cord, the remaining vertebral column
with the ventral root L1–L3 in continuity to the QL was trans-
ferred to the recording chamber into aCSF. The ventral root L2
was placed into a suction electrode to stimulate themotor neuron
axons. Visual twitching of the QL after stimulation of the ventral
root L2 ensured proper stimulation of the muscle. Subsequently,
to measure the CMAP, a concentric bipolar electrode was insert-
ed in the QL between the insertion points of ventral roots L1 and
L2. The stimulus threshold was defined as the current at which
theminimal evoked responsewas recorded in three out of five tri-
als. The nerve was stimulated at 1×, 2×, 5×, and 10× thresholds to
ensure a supramaximal stimulation of the muscle. The maxi-
mum CMAP amplitude (baseline to peak) was determined as
the average from five measurements.

Statistics

Results are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM)
from at least three independent experiments and biological repli-
cates unless indicated otherwise. For statistical analysis, differ-
ences between two groups were analyzed by two-tailed
unpaired Student’s t-test, and differences among three or more
groups were analyzed by one-way or two-way ANOVA followed
by Tukey’s post-hoc test as appropriate. GraphPad Prism 5 was
used for all statistical analyses, and P-values are indicated as fol-
lows: P < 0.05 (∗), P < 0.01 (∗∗), and P < 0.001 (∗∗∗).
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